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Questions to ask yourself about your own sales process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

How are you qualifying buyers? You need to qualify buyers so that your sales-staff 
do not spend all their time with buyers who can’t, won’t, or shouldn’t buy your product. 
Your sales staff need to know how to confidently deselect buyers so that they can 
focus their time and attention on buyers who can, will, and should buy from you.  
 
Do you have an appropriate sales process? The process that is appropriate for 
selling a credence service like insurance or legal advice, is different to the process 
that suits a low cost tangible product. Sales-staff need to learn the right process for 
your product so that they can hone their skills and share their learning points with 
each other. If they are using an inappropriate sales process, or not using one at all, 
then you will not be selling as much as you can.  
 
Do your sales staff know the process? Could they explain it to us? If they don’t 
know the process, then it is unlikely that they can consistently follow it, and if they 
can’t follow it, the chances are you are miss-selling your product or service (resulting 
in disappointed customers), letting potential customers walk away, bullying buyers into 
saying “yes”, and taking longer to complete the process. Part of the value of the 
process is that with careful needs elicitation, you end up with more satisfied customers 
because an experienced seller has taken the time to find out what your buyer actually 
wanted before selling it to them.  
 
How proficient are your sales-staff in following the process? If you have an 
appropriate sales process that your staff know and understand, how proficient are they 
in following it? Where do they get their skills from? Sales training will get them started, 
sales coaching will keep them on track. Sharing best practice will increase interest and 
motivation.  
 
What sales management style do you have? One of the functions of sales 
management is to develop sales staff, except that often the requirement to gather and 
report sales numbers takes priority.  
 
How much customer service work do your sales staff get involved with? If your 
sales staff get involved with the delivery of your product offer, the chances are that 
they will become distracted by looking after your existing customers at the expense of 
going out and looking for some new ones. It can be all too easy for sellers to be busy 
not selling, when they need to be busy selling.  
 
How are your sales-staff rewarded? In theory, motivation follows reward. So much 
for theory, consider this. For bonuses to be sufficiently motivational, they need to be 
large enough to be significant, which means larger than 30% of OTE. If you are going 
to build this kind of pay structure, you need to be sure to recruit individuals who are 
motivated by achieving (financial) goals rather than working together to avoid 
problems. Often what happens is that this kind of structure is introduced after the 
sales-team have been in place for a while, and because the team are not individually 
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motivated by achieving goals, the effect is demotivational.  
 
Robust sales managers who are internally referenced, who do not need to be 
regularly praised because "I know when I've done a good job" often assume that their 
sales-staff are similar, and consequently ignore them. Personal recognition of effort 
and achievement, can be hugely motivational and of course, it doesn't cost money.  
 
Do you have a sales conundrum? Give us a call on 01953 498116 or drop us a line 
at info@cpvconsulting.com and we'll give you some answers to consider. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


